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About.
2024 COLLECTION

Aracıkan has adopted quality and sustainability as principles in every field since the first day it was founded; It 
is a development-oriented furniture manufacturer that has managed to maintain its strong corporate structure 
built with these principles until today.

The brand journey of Aracıkan Furniture, the foundations of which were laid by Orhan Aracıkan in the early 
1990s; It has turned into an inspiring story from a 300 square meter manufacturer’s workshop to international 
factories. With the investments made in furniture and sofa production over the years, the production facilities 
have been expanded to 16 thousand square meters of closed area. Aracıkan has a second factory of 10 
thousand square meters in Tabriz, Iran.

Aracıkan, which continues to grow day by day with its visionary approaches centering on quality products 
and customer satisfaction, is taking firm steps towards becoming a brand that has a say in national and global 
markets with its ever-increasing production and branding investments. The company has stores in many 
countries abroad.

Its activities; Aracıkan, which operates in İnegöl, the symbol city of Turkish furniture, is the universal symbol of 
luxury and modern style. It offers extraordinary collections to its consumers around the world with its lines. sofa 
and furniture Aracıkan, which has managed to appeal to the tastes of all segments of society with its distinctive 
designs in its group, has attracted many customers. It also closely follows sectoral trends by participating in 
international fair organizations.

Aracıkan rapidly continues its global growth by interpreting realistic market targets with rational and principled 
marketing strategies; continues to design modern living spaces that care about consumer comfort and aesthetic 
norms.
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AAsos Bedroom Asos Bedroom, where the modern design approach is enriched with flashy details, is eye-catching with its refreshing light color.The 
cabinet combines functionality with aesthetics, and the gold details on the handle offer a sparkling visual.It highlights the useful and 

eye-catching details in your room with a special pouf for the make-up table.

P.4

The air of elegance 
created by the pieces 
that will harmonize best 
with your belongings in 
your home also pioneers 
elegance.

Little touches..

Asos Bedroom, Details
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Asos Dresser
Asos Bedroom, eye-catching with the 

harmony of beige and brown tones, gives 
the series a sparkling appearance with its 

modern gold handle design.

Komodin (commode)

Yatak (bed)
Bench (bench)
Puf (pouf)

:
:
:
:
:
:

Şifonyer (dresser)
Dolap (wardrobe)

66
264
160
320
100
38

56
224
85,5
139
48
48

47
63,5
48
6

43
43
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P.6

The gold details on the handle 
bring you together with its 

magnificence.

Pouf, which is an 
indispensable part 
of decoration, 
provides comfort 
with its useful 
structures.

Asos Bedroom

Asos Bedroom, Details2024 COLLECTION



Asos Dining Room An assertive elegance enriched with sparkling details... Table legs inspired by coffee tones combine with the console with gold handles, 
offering elegance and functionality together.

P.8

You can express a simple 
but powerful life and 
embrace the simplest form 
of life by adopting the rule 
of lightness in a style that 
also includes the warmth 
of the cream.
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The moment when simplicity 
turns into elegance.

Asos Dining Room, Details
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Konsol (console) :
:
:Masa (table)

Sandalye (chair)
243
60

203

89,5
98
76

47
47

100
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P.10

It creates a peaceful, impressive atmosphere in special 
design, useful modules and spaces.

It brings together 
perfect workmanship 
with living spaces.

Asos Dining Room

Asos Dining Room, Details2024 COLLECTION



Asos Sofa Set You can express a modern but strong life and embrace the simplest form of life by adopting the rule of lightness in a style that also 
includes the warmth of coffee tones.

Armchairs, an indispen-
sable part of living room 

sets, help you create a 
special elegant corner 

for yourself.

The elegance of gold detail..

Asos Sofa Set, Details
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P.12 P.13

Üçlü Koltuk (3 seater) :
:
:Sehpa (Coffe Table)

Yan Sehpa (Side table)
238
120
60

72
45
60

98
75
60
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It provides a comfortable and versatile seating area while 
watching your favorite TV series. It offers a comfortable 

seating area while hosting your crowded guests.

A unique 
design where 
the most 
beautiful 
fabrics meet 
excellent 
workmanship.

Asos Sofa Set

Asos Sofa Set, Details2024 COLLECTION

P.14



Asos Tv Unit Asos Dining Room with simple and elegant lines; It inspires your dining rooms with its energy and specially designed gold handle 
details. We present to you the Asos Dining Room, which hosts timeless elegance.

It gives depth to the living room with 
its specially crafted, soft transitions 

and lines.

Asos Tv Unit

Make room for a completely different warmth

Asos Sofa Set, Details
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It will add elegance to your 
home with its peaceful and 

calming color tone and 
design-specific lines.

It promises to be a room.

P.16 P.17

Tv Alt Modül (lower block) :
:Tv Üst Modül (upper block)

243
180

61
3

47
120
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EEyfel Bedroom If you want to update the atmosphere of your home, you can evaluate the elegance and functionality offered by the Eiffel Bedroom. 
Minimalist designs, clean lines and practical usage features are the distinguishing features of modern furniture.

It will be the most elegant 
part of your home with its 
peaceful and relaxing color 
tone and applications.

To give your bedroom a brand 
new look with stylish details..

Eyfel Bedroom, Details
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Eyfel Dresser
Drawing attention with its stylish design, the 

Eiffel dresser adds a modern atmosphere to 
your home. In addition to its functionality, it 

stands out with its wavy structure. It is a 
candidate to become an indispensable part 

of your home with its stylish appearance.

P.18 P.19

Komodin (commode)

Yatak (bed)
Başlık (headboard)
Bench (bench)
Ayna (mirror)
Puf (pouf)

-
-

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Şifonyer (dresser)
Dolap (wardrobe)

70
265
125
210
225
165
102
45

53,5
225
83
41

140
51

102
53

54,5
64

54,5
172
12
47
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The modern furniture pieces you can use can add a contemporary 
atmosphere to your space. Material quality is among the reasons 

why modern furniture is preferred. You can give your home a 
modern and stylish atmosphere by considering the size of your 

space, color palette and style when choosing furniture.

The choice of 
those who want
to experience 
simplicity and 
elegance together.

Eyfel Bedroom

Eyfel Bedroom, Details2024 COLLECTION

P.20



Eyfel Dining Room Eiffel Dining Room with simple and elegant lines; It inspires your dining rooms with its specially designed gold color handles and 
energy. It offers an eye-catching aesthetic with its console with a special leg form and mirror detail that adds depth to the design.

P.22

You can express a simple 
but powerful life and 
embrace the simplest form 
of life by adopting the rule 
of lightness in a style that 
also includes the warmth 
of the cream.
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The moment when simplicity 
turns into elegance.

Eyfel Dining Room, Details
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P.23

Konsol (console) :
:
:Masa (table)

Sandalye (chair)
235
54

205

88,5
94
76

54,5
60

100
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An original look with a modern form that combines the pure
cleanliness of cream with the color of wood.

It offers a perfect 
and inviting design 
approach with its 
simple style.

Eyfel Dining Room

Eyfel Dining Room, Details2024 COLLECTION

P.24



Eyfel Sofa Set The design, which has a stylish appearance with unusual embroidered patterns, will add color to your homes. Inspired by life to portray 
today is atmosphere in the best way, this concept will bring difference to your interiors.

P.26

We quarentee that you 
will understand its comfort 

even when you just see. 
Soft back and seat your 

endsess Tv delight.

A new way of comfort.

Eyfel Sofa Set, Details
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P.27

Üçlü Koltuk (3 seater) :
:
:Orta Sehpa (Coffee Table)

Yan Sehpa (Side table)
230
59,5
100

75
56
43

95
-
-
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An original look with a modern form that combines the pure
cleanliness of cream with the color of wood.

Innovative 
asymmetric 
patterns, 
extraordinary 
design are 
the fantastic 
decoration of 
your house.

Eyfel Sofa Set

Eyfel Sofa Set, Details2024 COLLECTION

P.28



Eyfel Tv Unit The design, which has a stylish appearance with unusual embroidered patterns, will add color to your homes. Inspired by life to portray 
today is atmosphere in the best way, this concept will bring difference to your interiors.

P.30

Close and modern style comes together with rich details 
in your living space.

Eyfel Tv Unit

Lines touching modern life.

Eyfel Tv Unit, Details
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It will be the most elegant 
part of your home with its 

peaceful and calming color 
tone and design-specific 

mini pattern applications.

P.31

Tv Alt Modül (lower block) :
:Tv Pano (tv bilboard)

235
180

65,5
125

54,5
2,9
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Capella Bedroom The most elegant form of wood and gray harmony. Capella Bedroom, with its modern style and rich design, makes the dark walnut 
color unique with eye-catching lines, the bed with superior workmanship.It offers impressive and useful pieces with its and pouf design. 

An impressive space with its solemn color harmony and sparkling gold details turns into

P.32 CForget the decoration style 
you are used to. Objects 
and furniture in different 
shapes, differen be 
prepared to see it in 
forms and lines.

Modern line, eye-catching details..

Capella Bedroom, Details
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Capella Dresser
The eye-catching harmony of wood and 

gray color is accompanied by the dresser 
design that strongly reflects modern design. 

It stands out as details that strengthen 
the series with its specially designed gold 

detailed handles and feet.

P.33

Komodin (commode)

Yatak (bed)

:
:
:
:

Şifonyer (dresser)
Dolap (wardrobe)

70
270
135
215

53
216
172
138

49
65
49

218
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It impresses with its gold detailed foot designs.
Complementing its romantic style with its rich visuality, 

Capella Bedroom creates a magical atmosphere.

Make your 
bedroom 
unique with
a design 
beyond 
modern 
elegance

Capella Bedroom

Capella Bedroom, Details2024 COLLECTION

P.34



Capella Dining Room An assertive elegance enriched with sparkling details... Capella Dining Room, which draws attention with its unique color, silver module 
and wooden detailed console covers, reveals its magnificence.

P.36

The dining table, where 
warm family conversations 
are held over dinner, 
creates a friendly atmos-
phere with its gray color.

The moment when simplicity 
turns into elegance.

Capella Dining Room, Details
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P.37
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Konsol (console) :
:
:Masa (table)

Sandalye (chair)
214
55

205

161
80
76

49
60

100
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The best assistant of the dining table is the console, wooden
It reveals a special design approach with its covers.

The ambitious meeting 
of modern design 
understanding and 
decoration taste

Capella Dining Room

Capella Dining Room, Details2024 COLLECTION

P.38



Capella Sofa Set Capella Sofa Set creates a stylish and comfortable seating area with its specially shaped arm design. It provides an extraordinary 
appearance in living spaces with its rich cushions and striped lines used in the back structure.

P.40

The feeling of sincerity 
increases with designs 
touched by the magic 

power of craftsmanship.

Luxurious harmony of naturalness

Capella Sofa Set, Details
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P.41

Berjer (bergere)
:
:

Üçlü Koltuk (3 seater) 87
258

90
72

87
98
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Pillow details that provide a different look to your living 
room with their unique patterns

Special 
design and 
eye-catching 
details

Capella Sofa Set

Capella Sofa Set, Details2024 COLLECTION

P.42



Capella Tv Unit Combining elegant and aesthetic details, Capella TV Unit creates a unique elegance. It reinterprets the Capella style in living spaces 
with the feeling of warmth provided by the series-specific design.

P.44

Alt Blok (lower block)
Üst Blok (upper block)
Orta Sehpa (coffee table)

It allows you to host your guests in the best possible way with 
its impressive form, gold foot details and gold line.

Capella Tv Unit

A perfect and inviting design approach..

Capella Tv Unit, Details
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It will be the most elegant 
part of your home with its 

peaceful and calming color 
tone and design-specific 

mini pattern applications.

P.45

:
:
:

214
50,5
120

53
50
47

49
27,5
73
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Stella Bedroom In a luxury bedroom, an ambiance is established by using rich textures and high-quality materials. The attention to detail and craftsmanship 
sets these rooms apart. Soft and smooth fabrics, warm tones, and elegant patterns combine to create a pleasant sensation.

P.46 SHe sees decoration as the 
art of creating a composi-
tion. The meeting of differ-
ent styles and periods, the 
duet of modern and old, 
shiny and matte, raw and 
processed...

Dresser with pouf detail..

Stella Bedroom, Details
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Stella Dresser
Have a unique piece for your bedroom with 

the noble harmony of the symmetrical line 
patterns on the mirror and the black and 

white dresser.

P.47



Details that make the look of the cabinet noble with its gold 
handle detail and gold line.

Make your 
room perfect 
with the 
greatest 
complements 
of your 
bedrooms

Stella Bedroom

Stella Bedroom, Details2024 COLLECTION

P.48



Stella Dining Room A luxury dining room is a living space that offers a perfect harmony of style and comfort. This exclusive area is filled with elegance and 
luxurious details, aiming to provide a unique dining experience. 

P.50

Photos of the most beautiful 
moments come to life on 
the Stella console with its 
romantic style. Functional 
Storage areas provide 
ease of use.
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Gold detailed console detail

Stella Dining Room, Details
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P.51

Sandalye (chair) :
:Masa (table)

55
205

90
76

60
100
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The effect of regular lines and ironic forms, the most ideal 
designs that integrate with your unique personality brought 

by aesthetics and durability...

A collection 
with extraordinary 
and elegant lines.. 

Stella Dining Room

Stella Dining Room, Details2024 COLLECTION

P.52



Stella Sofa Set A luxury sofa set stands out with its elegant design. It offers a visually stunning appearance and complements the overall style of the 
room. Luxury sofa sets often feature sophisticated craftsmanship and attention to detail.

P.54

A design blended with 
simplicity and charm with its 
striped details on the back.

Bravery in art.

Stella Sofa Set, Details
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P.55

Üçlü Koltuk (3 seater) :
:Berjer (bergere)

87
230

90
90

87
90
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Create an environment where you will be immersed in the 
spaces you create with your style, in the ambiance of designs 

that broaden your horizons, and where you will find peace 
with its comfortable surface. Experience this with the seating 

groups that are the most important part of your home.

Stella with 
its bold and 
exciting color 
options along 
with gold 
details..

Stella Sofa Set

Stella Sofa Set, Details2024 COLLECTION

P.56



Stella Tv Unit Remember, a TV  unit is not just a piece of furniture, but also an element that enhances your Tv viewing experience. By selecting a Tv unit 
that meets your needs and personal taste, you can enjoy your television while keeping your room organized and stylishly decorated.

P.58

With the nobility of white, finely crafted details and elegant 
appearance, Stella TV Unit adds a stylish touch to your life. 
Thanks to its special shelves, it provides plenty of space for 
your belongings and offers a pleasant and organized life.

Stella Tv Unit

Lines touching modern life.

Stella Tv Unit, Details
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Close and modern style 
comes together with rich 

details in your living space

P.59

Orta Sehpa (coffee table) :
:Üst Blok (upper block)

50,5
118

50
47

27,5
73

G/W Y/H D/D



İnci Bedroom Gold details accentuate the elegance of the design, adding a luxurious touch to the room’s atmosphere. While wooden materials 
preserve natural beauty, cream tones create a sense of spaciousness. This bedroom design aims to bring a modern touch to your home 

by combining contemporary aesthetics with comfort.

P.60 İThe sparkling represent-
ative of a modern and 
stylish style, İnci Bedroom 
reveals an elegant design 
with its golden handles 
and useful modules en-
riched with line details.

Harmony of white with gold 
handle details

İnci Bedroom, Details
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İnci Dresser
Our modern stylish dresser with gold 

handles, line details and wooden pieces is 
ready to make your bedroom unique.

P.61

Komodin (commode)

Yatak (bed)

:
:
:
:

Şifonyer (dresser)
Dolap (wardrobe)

70
265
125
223

50,5
225
82
45

49
65
48

215
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While its white surfaces become assertive 
with its gold handle detail, it allows you to 

achieve a simple and modern look.

İnci is with 
you with 
its special 
color 
combintion..

İnci Bedroom

İnci Bedroom, Details2024 COLLECTION

P.62



İnci Dining Room Presenting beige, walnut and gold colors in perfect harmony, İnci Dining Room impresses with its golden handle details that 
characterize the series.

P.64

İnci Dining Room with 
simple and elegant lines; 
Specially designed gold 
handles inspire your 
dining rooms with the 
energy of white.

M
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Details that make a difference

İnci Dining Room, Details
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P.65

Konsol (console) :
:
:Masa (table)

Sandalye (chair)
209
50

209

85
95
75

49
60

100
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Without compromising its modern style…
It provides you with extra comfort with its ‘inci’ functionality, 

which brings a spacious atmosphere to living spaces with its 
simple and modern design.

The best recipes of 
your dreams..

İnci Dining Room

İnci Dining Room, Details2024 COLLECTION

P.66



İnci Sofa Set Instead of placing certain patterns in your home, crown it with free and comfortable seating groups. ‘inci’, where comfort is at the 
forefront, will meet your needs.

P.68

İnci Sofa Set, which is the 
number one choice of those 

who do not want to give 
up modern models, has 

aesthetic and modern lines.

The greatest complement to your 
living rooms...

İnci Sofa Set, Details
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P.69

Üçlü Koltuk (3 seater) :
:Berjer (bergere)

75
230

80
78

78
84
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Today, we favor simplicity, simple and minimal multifunctional 
designs... The expectation of being relaxing, facilitating and 
balancing instead of being crowded, complicated and tiring 

comes first in people’s relationships with each other as well as 
in their living spaces.

The most 
important 
piece to 
complete 
your 
eye-catching 
decor

İnci Sofa Set

İnci Sofa Set, Details2024 COLLECTION

P.70



İnci Tv Unit If you want to reflect your determined stance in your living space, narrow down the color scale. Avoid using too much stuff and 
create a clear space.

P.72

The texture and color tone of wood can add peace to your 
home... This choice makes the space appear larger and 

also helps create a spacious appearance.

İnci Tv Unit

You can capture the elegance of simplicity.

İnci Tv Unit, Details
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While it plays an important 
role in making the house 
feel warm and livable, it 

also brings simplicity and 
elegance together.

P.73

Alt Blok (lower block)

:
:
:

Orta Sehpa (coffee table)
Üst Blok (upper block)

120
50,9
209

43
100
50,5

75
27,5
49
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S: Yeniceköy Mah. Mobilya Cd. N.36 İnegöl / BURSA | A Etap 41 Numara Giriş Kat
F: Hamzabey OSB 1. Cad No:3 Aracıkan Mobı̇lya İ̇negöl /Bursa

M: aracikan@gmail.com / info@aracikan.com

aracikanfurniture aracikanfurniture

aracıkanmobilya aracıkanfurniture


